
Letter 
I READ WITHgreat Interest the Autumn issue, in which there 
were three articles about which I would like to comment. 

First, the article on the excavations in London Bridge Street, 
Southwark. The small tenements which were said to occupy the 
site of the excavations in the mid 14th century and which were 
acquired by the Hospital in 1507 actually lay along Borough 
High Street and were in the parish of St. Mary Magdalen, 
whereas the area of the excavation lay within the parish of St. 
Thornas' Hospital. It is difficult to know the precise layout of 
the hospital in the middle ages, but it seems most likely that the 
areas excavated lay within the hospital buildings, and that the 
graveslabswere therefore reused within the hospital rather than 
In an adjacent secular tenement (though whether that would 
have been any consolation to the deceased is another matter). 

Is not the IKATON more likely to refer to the age of the 
deceased at death or the date of death, than to an offer of 
Indulgence (could a layman offer such?). The chroniclers seem 
to have greatly exaggerated the effects of the 1212 fire: excava- 
tion has shown that the Chapter House survived as a substan- 
tially late 12th-century building till the end of the middle ages, 
and the 12th-century elements of the north transept chapels and 
the doors to thecloister walks are still extant, the latter implying 
that the north have wall also survived. That the east end was 
rebuilt shortly after the fire, which also affected London 
Bridge, suggests that the f ire wasmainly to theeast of the Priory 
which is probably where the hospital lay. 

Second, on Chris Phillpotts' analysis of medieval town houses. 
Although there obviously was a move of ecclesiastical town 
houses to the Strand area in the 13th century, this was also the 
period when most of the ecclesiastical town houses were built 
in Southwark;Christ Churchcanterbury'sin the first decadeof 
the 13th century, which is probably also the date for Battle Inn 
rather than the latenth century; StAugustineYs in 1215; Beaulieu 
61275; Lewes 1277(thestone building may beearlier but it did not 
belong to Lewes then, see SyAS Bulletin 330, June 1999); St. 
Swithins, Winchester 1299; Hyde Abbey 1305 and Waverley 1309 
(though it did have some land by the second quarter of the 13th 
century). In fact outside this period of c 1200-1310, the only 
houses founded were in the 12th century with Winchester 
Palace and Merton Priory's house (which they had sold off by 
the middle of the century) and a house of Totnes Priory to 
which there is oneref erence in 143z.The secular house, however, 
shows a very different pattern. 

Although it appears obvious that access to the riverside would 
be valued for these town houses, there is evidence that no high 
premium was placed on it. For example, Battle had sold off the 
riverside access to their inn by 1314, and though they retained an 
easement over it, this does not suggest that they felt it was very 
important. Apart from St. Augustine's and Winchester Palace, 
none of the others had direct access to the river. Perhaps they 
were content to use the public landing places, and this might 
apply to Fastolf too, f or despite thediscovery of a possible dock 
associated with his house, in 1447 he imported material via the 

public landing place at Le Watergatenear London Bridge, f rom 
which they were taken to his house by road, and weonly know 
this because he hired horsesandcarts f rom theBridge House for 
it so appears in their accounts. 

I have reservations too about the statement that the layout of 
the buildings at Kennington does not suggest ceremonial se- 
quences of rooms. Though it did serve as a retreat from 
Westminster under Richard 11, this was because, as Kinfluke, 
Richard had other palaces to serve for ceremonial purposes. 
When the Dukeof Cornwall was not also King,Kennington did 
have this ceremonial purpose, and this is especially pronounced 
in the late 1330s when, for a short time, it became the centre of 
royal government in the absence of Edward I11 in France, and 
Parliament even met there (Dawson The Black Prince's Palaceat 
Kennington, Surrey (1976) p. 172 and 174). 

Since there was a lack of extant door positions, it is difficult to 
be sure how access to the Duke or King was arranged, but 
entering from Kennington Lane one presumably had to go (see 
ibid fig 7) through the outer court with its stables and kitchen 
block and then through the Great Garden into the Hall, from 
which the favoured would be allowed access to the Great 
Chamber blockandultimately to theprivy chamber ortheprivy 
garden, which does not seem so different to Winchester Palace. 
That the buildings are not joined up does not rule this out, since 
early royal palaces such asClarendon are similar in that respect 
and must have had these layers of access. 

I feel that it is important to study access in these buildings as 
Chris has, since they are social artefacts not just pieces of 
architecture. 

Finally, in John Clarke's interesting article on Alfred he argues 
that the fact that the Danes could move unimpeded upstream 
in 893suggests that London Bridge had not then been built (I am 
not sure that this advance was by river, and one version specif i- 
cally mentions marching). This is a strong argument, especially 
if you accept that the bridge was built to prevent such incur- 
sions. But the events of 1052 would suggest that it is not 
conclusive. In that year Godwine returned from exile in Flan- 
ders and his f leet anchored at Southwark below the bridge until 
the tide came in, when they proceeded through the bridge. 
Though thisnever developed into open warf are,andGodwine's 
men probably controlled the south bank and he had some 
support in the City, it was not an unopposed move since the 
royal fleet was stationed just above the bridge, and the Awlo- 
Saxun Chronic& says the King also had great land levies besides 
hisshipmen. Martha Carlin has indeed suggested that the bridge 
actually predates Alfred (Medic~al Southwark, p. 9-12); as she 
points out it is odd, if Alfred built it, that such a major 
achievement is not mentioned by Asser though the same point 
could be made about its absence f rom the Chronicle whenever it 
was built unless it was part of the events of 886. 

Graham Dawson 
40 Station Road 

Orpington, Kent BR6 OSA 

This being a review I would like to  have at least one would be nice to  see accessible on the Web. A cursory 
qualm. But, bar more useful introductory notes to  glance at the MOL and MOLAS sites indicates they don't 
the subject indexes, I have none. Will the volumes be yet hold this data. It's invaluable stuf f -- I hope it goes 
available as Internet publications? There's a value- up there, or somewhere accessible, as soon as possible. 
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